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PATENT'FOFF‘ICE 
ANDREW REESE, or MASSILLON, orno j 

FOLDING WIRE RUBBISH‘BURNER ‘ 

Application ?led May 9, 

It is one of the objects of this invention to 
provide a rubbish burner which can be fold» 
ed into small compass when not in use. An 
other object of the invention is to provide a ‘ 

5 rubbish burner which may be made out of 
wire at tri?ing expense, novel means being 
provided for connecting the walls of the rub 

‘ bish burner with each other, and novel means 
being provided for hingedly mounting the 

10 lid and the bottom of the burner. 
It is within the province of the disclosure 

to improve generally and to enhance the util 
ity of devices of that sort to which the inven 
tion appertains. 
With the above and other objects in view, 

which will appear as the description pro 
ceeds, the invention resides in the combina 
tion and arrangement of parts and in the de 
tails of construction hereinafter described 
and claimed, it ’ being understood that 
changes may be made in the precise embodi 
ment of the invention, within the scope of 
what is claimed, without departing from the 
spirit of the invention._ 
In the accompanying drawings: 
Figure 1 shows in top plan, a rubbish 

burner constructed in accordance with the in 
vention; 
Figure 2 is a side elevation; 
Figure 3 is a cross section on the line 3-3 

of Figure 2; . 
Figure 4 is a longitudinal section on the 

line 4——4 of Figure 2. _ 
The rubbish burner forming the subject 

5‘ matter of this application is made out of wire 
of suitable diameter to withstand heat and 
to afford the requisite strength. Such terms 
as rods, bars, pieces, and the like, are used 
hereinafter to avoid a duplication of terms, 
and not to indicate that there is a structural 
departure from the usual wire structure 
above referred to. 
The rubbish burner forming the subject 

, matter of this application comprises, as coop 
‘ crating parts, a back 1, a front 2 disposed op 
posite to the back, a ?rst side 3 arranged at 
right angles to the front and the back, and 
a second side 4 located parallel to the ?rst 
side 3. Each of the aforesaid cooperating 
parts is made up of longitudinal rods 6 and 
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cross bars 7 , the parts 6 and 7 _ being connect» 
ed'by soldering, welding, or any other com— 
mon way, where they cross. ' 
The back 1 and the front 2 are alike. The 

?rst side 3‘ and the second side 4 are alike. 55 
The cross bars? of the back 1 ‘and the front 
2 terminate in eyes 8,“whereas' the cross bars. _ 
7 of the ?rst sideB and the second side, 4 ter 
minate in ?ngers 9 extended. downwardly 
through the eyes 8. ‘ i j ‘i ; j ' “ ‘ ' 

As‘ shown at 10 in Figure 4, the ?ngers of 
the ?rst . side‘ 3' that pass downwardly 
through the eyes 8 along one edge of the back 
1, are straight, and this construction results 
in‘a freely‘separable connection betweenithe‘x 
?rst side 3 and the back 1, at one corner of the", 
rubbish; burner. Some of the remaining ?n. 
gers ,9 are bent to, form hooks 20 which, 00; 
operating with the eyes 8 through which'they 
pass, afford ‘permanent hinged connections ,, 
between the back land the second side‘4, be-) 
tween the'second side'4 and the‘front 2, and 
between the front 2 and the second ‘side 3. 
The trash burner comprises a lid 5, in the 

form of a wire grating madeupof longitudi 
nal rods 11 and transverse bars 12 that are‘ 
connected where they cross. Certain of the 
rods 11 (Figure 1) of the lid 5terminate in: , 
eyes _ 14, which are engaged (Figure 4) 
around the uppermost bar 7 of the back 1 to ' 
form a hinged‘ mounting for the lid. The 
aforesaid rods 11 are extended to form ?ne“ 
gers 15 (Figures 1 and 2) which rest on the’ 
uppermost cross bar 7 of the front 2‘and sup‘! 
port the lid ‘5 in horizontal position. . j , 
The rubbish; burner includes‘ a bottom 25 

made up of longitudinal rods16 and~trans~ 
verse bars 117, the bars ‘17 ‘having rectangular? 
depending-extensions 18 terminating in eyes‘ 
19v engaged aboutlthe lowermost cross ‘bar’? 
of the ?rst side 3, to form a hinged mounting 
for. the bottom 25. vSome of the transverse 
bars 17 are extended at their ends to form de 
pending rectangular ?ngers 21 which are-‘en 
gaged‘with one of the cross bars of the second 
side 4, tohold the bottomg25, horizontal.‘ For 
a like purpose, certain of the longitudinal ' 
rods 16 ‘of the bottom 25 are formed at their ' 
ends into dependingrectangular ?ngers 22, 
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> which engage with certain of the cross bars 

10 

7 of the back 1 and of the front 2. 7 
Any suitable means may beprovided for 

holding the straight ?ngers 10 (Figure 4) of 
the ?rst side 3 engaged with the eyes 8 along 
one edge of the back 1. vIf desired, a hook 
latch 23 may be pivoted to the lowermost 
cross bar 7 of the back 1 at a point close to’ 
the edge of the side 3 that has the straight 
?ngers 10, near to the place where the 'bot 
tom 25 is hinged at 19 to the first side 3, the 

’ ?ngers 10 of Figure 4 being held in the cor 
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responding eyes 8. It will be understood, I 
however, that any equivalent for the latch 
hook 23 may be employed. ’ ' ‘ ‘ 

The device is simple in construction, but 
it affords an inexpensive container for the 
burning of trash and rubbish. When the. 
hook latch 23 is detached from the bottom 25 
;the straight ?ngers 10 of the ?rst side .3 may‘ 
belpulled upwardly out of the correspond 
ing eyes’ 8' along one edge of‘ the back 1. 
The first side '3 is folded in one direction 
against the outside of the front 2. The sec 
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of the ?rst side engaged with the correspond 
ing eyes of the back. - r ' 

2. A rubbish burner constructed as set 
forth in claim 1 and further characterized by - 

.70 the factthat the last-speci?ed means com 
prises a latch connection between one of the 
said cooperating parts of-the burner and the 
bottom of the burner; * " ' 
In testimony that I claim the foregoing as’ 

my own, I have hereto a?ixed by signature.“ 
ANDREW REESE. 

ond side 1i is foldedv in an opposite direction , 3 
against the inside of the front 2. The back 
1 is folded against the outside of the second 
side 4, in the ?rst-speci?ed direction. The 
lid 5 is foldedjdown on the outside of the back 

[1, and, finally, the bottom 25 is folded up 
wardly to overlie the depending vand-folded 
lid 5, the rectangular extensions 18 forming 
the bottom to be folded as aforesaid. The 
device, therefore, when not in use, may be ‘ 

, disposed in a very compact package, 'The 
folding of the article into compact form is 
facilitated not only by the bottom' construe). 
ti-on above referred to, but because the eyes ,8 
(Figure 3) are turned in opposite ‘directions, 
so thatthe back 1, the front 2, and the sides 
3 ‘and 4 will fold with respect to eachzother. 
Having thus described the invention, what 

is claimed is: , - i 

'1. A rubbish burner ‘comprising as co~' 
operating parts, a back, a front, and oppor 
sitely disposed ?rst and second sides, each of 
the said cooperating parts comprising longiev 

‘ tudlnal rods and cross bars ‘connected there , 
' to,the cross bars of the front and‘the back 
50 terminating in eyes, the cross bars ofthes'ides ' 

terminating in ?ngers engaged with the eyes, 
the majority of the ‘?ngers ofv the ?rst side 
that are‘ engaged with the eyes of the back be 
ing straight, to provide for a separable con 
nection between the ?rst side ‘and the'back, 
others of the vfingers beingfbent tov fashion 
books that coact with theeyes to form per 
manent hinged joints, a bottom having a de 
pending rectangular extension hinged to one 
of the cross bars of the ?rst side, the bottom 

, being formed of longitudinal rods and-trans 
verse bars, certain of which areextended to 

l engage with one of the‘ cross bars ‘oft-the sec 
ond side, the back, and the front, and :means 
for holdinglthe .la-foresaid straight ?ngers, 
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